The Samsung Wireless IP solution lets you use mobile data devices including laptops and
tablets as well as mobile Wi-Fi handsets on the same wireless network. Now you can stay in
touch wherever you are, no longer tied to your desk waiting for that important call.

Wireless where you want it
Ideal for employees who are not always
desk based, the Samsung Wireless IP
solution allows you to be more in touch
with your business, more responsive to
customers and, if needed, your office
calls can be more discrete.
Samsung Wi-Fi access points expand the
reach of your voice and data
communication systems and are used in
conjunction with the award winning
OfficeServ system. The Samsung
Wireless IP handsets are fully integrated
extensions of the host systems and
deliver all of the features and
functionality your business requires.

Samsung Wireless IP Handset
SMT-W5120
These stylish business handsets deliver
the full range of OfficeServ features using the same user interface available
with the Samsung SMT 3100 and 5200
series IP handsets.
In addition they also provide
functionality normally associated with a
mobile phone, with a large screen,
internal number memory, called number
list, calendar function, campus mobility,
stylish design and much more.
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Voice and data on one
network
Wireless IP networks are now a
common feature in many business
premises as they bring freedom for
users
to
receive
network
connectivity without having to be
close to a traditional network
socket. Samsung understands that
voice
is
a
mission-critical
application and that voice quality is
a basic requirement. The OfficeServ
Wireless IP delivers a no
compromise voice quality solution,
sharing the network bandwidth with
the organisation’s data applications,
but managing the bandwidth so
that calls get the quality they
require regardless of what other
demands are placed on the
network,

Key Benefits
 Ideal for non desk based
employees
 Provide all of the features
and functionality of the
OfficeServ as the solution is
fully integrated with the
system
 Provide mobile phone
functionality including
internal number memory
and call log memory
 The Samsung Wireless IP
solution uses the industry
standard IEEE802.11a,b/g
for the air interface which
allows users to connect any
compatible data
equipment to their network
through the Samsung
Access Point.

SMT-W5120 Specification
2400-2483.5 MHZ Frequency
Size (mm): 46 (Width) x 138.4 (Length) x 18 (Height)
Weight:106.5g
3.5 Hour (Li-lon) battery time
4 hours talk time
Support of IEEE 802.11 b/g wireless IP standard
Wi-Fi Certified
Supplied with Handset, Charger, PSU, Battery, Personal
Headset and Protective Case
 Intranet of WAN connectivity support









Key Features
 Call back button
 Mute
 Conference Call
 Call Transfer/Call Forward
 Call Hold
 Phonebooks
 Voice Mail indication
 Password Protection
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 Alarm
 Scheduler
 World Clock
 Customised ringtone

